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Today’s topics



1. Introduction of late-stage C-H  
functionalization (LSF)



The concept of late-stage C-H functionalization (LSF)
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Application of LSF in various fields
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LSF can modify natural products
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LSF enables direct functionalization of natural complex products.



LSF enables the use of radioactive materials  
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Application of LSF for ADC
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Summary of section 1
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Late-stage C-H functionalization
= Conversion of C-H bonds to various functional groups at the end  of synthetic process

LSF has potential applications in various fields.

Modification of complex products such as natural products and functional molecules.



2. Strategies for obtaining     
regioselectivity in LSF 



The difficulties of LSF
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Many C-H bonds

Regioselectivity

Many reactive functional groups 

Functional group tolerance,  
chemoselectivity



Strategies for obtaining regioselectivity in LSF
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Strategy①-1: LSF by innate C-H functionalizations
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Strategy①-2: LSF by innate C-H functionalizations
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α/β = 3.1 α/β = 7.8



Strategy①-3: LSF by innate C-H functionalizations
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Strategy①-4: LSF by innate C-H functionalizations
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Strategy①-5: LSF by innate C-H functionalizations
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α/β = 3.1 α/β = 7.8



Strategy②-1: LSF by bulky reagents
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Strategy②-2: LSF by bulky reagents
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Strategy②-3: LSF by bulky reagents
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Strategy③-1: Guided by directing groups (DG)
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Yu, J.-Q. et al., JACS. 2011, 133 , 7222.



Strategy③-2: Guided by directing groups (DG)
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Strategy③-3: Guided by directing groups (DG)

 1. Stepwise procedure
 2. Usage of stoichiometric amount of DG
 Usage of ubiquitous FG as DG is desirable.
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Strategy④-1: Use of other FG regioselectivity
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Strategy④-2: Use of other FG regioselectivity
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Strategy④-3: C-H → C-Bpin → C-F
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Strategy④-4: C-H → C-Bpin → C-F
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Summary of section 2
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3. Application of LSF: Drug    
discovery 



Application of LSF to drug discovery
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LSF is used in the development of PET tracer (1)
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LSF is used in the development of PET tracer (2)
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LSF is used in the development of PET tracer (3)
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LSF is used in the development of PET tracer (4)
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LSF is used in the lead optimization (1)
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For the success of lead optimization

The construction of structure-activity relationship (SAR) 
and structure-property relationship (SPR) are essential

LSF contributes to rapid development of derivatives, SAR and SPR.



LSF is used in the lead optimization (2)
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LSF is used in the lead optimization (3)
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LSF is used in the lead optimization (4)
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LSF is used in the lead optimization (5)
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Summary of section 3
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4. Summary



Summary of today’s literature seminar
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